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abnegation Self-denial.
Abnegation of political power.

apophasis Mentioning something by saying it will not be mentioned.

controvert Deny the truth of (something.
The views in the article have been controverted.

deniable
Capable of being denied or contradicted.
The government did agree to play a limited and deniable role in the
rebellion.

denial A defense mechanism that denies painful thoughts.
She shook her head in denial.

deny Deny formally an allegation of fact by the opposing party in a legal suit.
Both firms deny any responsibility for the tragedy.

disallow Refuse to declare valid.
He was offside and the goal was disallowed.

disavow Deny any responsibility or support for.
The union leaders resisted pressure to disavow picket line violence.

disavowal The denial of any responsibility or support for something; repudiation.
His disavowal of his previous writings.

disclaim Make a disclaimer about.
He disclaimed any responsibility.

extradite Hand over to the authorities of another country.
Brazil refused to extradite him to Britain.

gainsay Speak against or oppose (someone.
None could gainsay her.

impugn
Dispute the truth, validity, or honesty of (a statement or motive); call into
question.
The father does not impugn her capacity as a good mother.
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inadmissible (especially of evidence in court) not accepted as valid.
Inadmissible evidence.

interdict A court order prohibiting a party from doing a certain activity.
A papal interdict.

negate Prove negative; show to be false.
This action will negate the effect of my efforts.

nullify Declare invalid.
Judges were unwilling to nullify government decisions.

objection The speech act of objecting.
They have raised no objections to the latest plans.

ostracism Exclusion from a society or group.
The family suffered social ostracism.

perjure
Knowingly tell an untruth in a legal court and render oneself guilty of
perjury.
She admitted that she had perjured herself.

rebut
Claim or prove that (evidence or an accusation) is false.
He had to rebut charges of acting for the convenience of his political
friends.

refusal An expression of unwillingness to accept or grant an offer or request.
An appeal against the refusal of a licence.

refuse Refuse to accept.
He was severely beaten when he refused.

refutable Able to be refuted.

refutation The action of proving a statement or theory to be wrong or false.
He fails to give a clear refutation of the argument.

refute Prove (a statement or theory) to be wrong or false; disprove.
The speaker refuted his opponent s arguments.

reject Reject with contempt.
She didn t want him to feel he had been rejected after his sister was born.

rejection The state of being rejected.
His proposals were met with rejection.

repudiate Reject as untrue, unfounded, or unjust.
The woman repudiated the divorce settlement.

repudiation Rejecting or disowning or disclaiming as invalid.
Congressional repudiation of the treaty that the President had negotiated.
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